HELPING THE TERMINALLY ILL

The BBG CSR sub-committee has been working with The Indian Cancer Society, The Health Awareness Centre and Bhakti Vedanta Hospital to launch India’s first Recovery Centre to rehabilitate terminally ill cancer patients. The first set of 7 terminally patients are being treated for free, ICS is funding the costs based on donations given from BBG members; well done BBG members.

Getting cancer is not unusual. The human body creates cancer cells every day of our lives. There are many causes of cancer including pesticides and chemicals in the food that we eat, industrial pollution in the air that we breathe, over exposure to sunshine, bad lifestyle habits like smoking to name but a few.

To get a detectable cancer in your body, you need a minimum of 4 billion cancer cells before it is large enough to be detected, and it starts with one cell. Depending on the type of cancer, this process can typically take between 8-10 years of multiplying before it can be detected by any early stage detection technology.

Cancer survives in the body because it is hidden from the immune system. Every cancer cell has a protein covering. The protein covering makes the cancer cell invisible to the immune system so it can quietly keep growing.

The enzymes of the pancreas are designed to remove the protein covering on the cancer cell that then makes it visible to the killer cells in the immune system.

The enzymes of the pancreas have to do three jobs, repair, maintenance and digestion, and have a limited capacity. The same enzymes that are used to remove the protein covering from the cancer cell are also used to digest the animal protein that we eat. And animal protein includes meat, fish and dairy products.

If the enzymes of the pancreas get fully consumed digesting the food that we eat, it has no capacity left to do repair and maintenance. That means that the protein covering remains on the cancer cell and it continues to grow unabated.

If you remove the non-vegetarian and dairy products out of your diet, the enzymes of the pancreas remain plentiful to remove the protein covering on cancer cells to make them visible for the killer cells in the immune system to remove the cancer cells naturally from your body.

Indian Cancer Society in partnership with Dr Vijaya Venkat’s Health Awareness Centre and Bhakti Vedanta Hospital at Mira Road, a distant Mumbai suburb, are launching a Recovery Centre for terminally ill cancer patients who have no other course of treatment available. There are an increasing number of success stories of terminally ill patients who have fully reversed cancer by just using a change in diet. You can read the book and watch the DVD developed in the US called ‘Healing Cancer from Inside Out’ at www.ravediet.com.

The Recovery Centre will work on the basic principal that health is natural and normal and the body is fully equipped with all of the necessary systems required to heal itself. If you cut finger, you do not need medicine to stop the bleeding, the body will clot the blood, and new skin will form to repair the damage naturally. This principal holds good throughout our body; if we give the body the time, space and raw material that it needs to carry out the repairs and maintenance required to be healthy, and do not inhibit its’ functioning by our diet and lifestyle habits, the body is perfectly capable of maintaining our good health.

METHODOLOGY OF THE RECOVERY CENTRE

- The foundation of the methodology is based on the principles of CARE which is C-Circulation, A=Assimilation, R=Respiration and E=Elimination.
- Since we are intrinsically a part of nature, our body rhythm responds to the rhythm of nature. At the Recovery Centre, special care will be given to allow the body to be in sync with the natural rhythms of daylight and sunset.
- The environment will be kept as natural as possible and therefore all electronic and electrical)...
BBG Delhi
A view from the Capital

As I think most you by now know, I left India at the end of March, so let me start by saying I hope you will forgive my quiet exit. Although the move had been on the cards for some time it was only confirmed three weeks before I left and having been in Mumbai for so long there were quite a lot of loose ends to tie up. But equally, I was very mindful that I expect to be back in India regularly. My new role is International Development Director for Haymarket. I’m based in the UK but working with all our publishing partners around the world and am still very involved in Haymarket’s business in India. So I hope I will see you on one of my trips to Mumbai, elsewhere around this small world of ours.

As I was preparing to leave India, every other question I was asked was about the British Business Group which I think reinforces what a significant part the UK has in India’s economy but also the importance to which many people attach to the Group. I met most of my closest friends in India through the BBG and attended some of their events through the BBG with government ministers, royalty, sporting legends, award winning actors and actresses, Nobel Peace Prize winners, heads of British and Indian businesses etc. It is a little corner that will always be with me.

BBG Dubai
Having a Ball and animating CSR!!

The quintessential black tie gala dinner was recreated when over 200 CEO level business people attended the British Business Group Pune’s third charity ball. Encompassing a truly British Ball with an Indian twist.

It was one of Pune’s major networking events, and we of course had the added benefit here of seeing so much public diplomacy at first hand. None of it diminishes the interest of the market place in the medium term. And it speaks of financing political times ahead. I for one think that we have seen the start of the political turbulence here in India which will leave this country very changed in five years time.

With all our fellow BBGs a very Happy Easter and as ever extending the invitation to visit us whenever you can.

Mark Runacres
BBG Delhi Coordinator.

BBG Chennai
From little acorns ... .

Following a 6-month networking initiative by the British Deputy High Commissioner Mike Nithavrianakis at a formal function at Cottingley the Deputy took up residence with some 60 British companies and businessmen (from Tamilnadu and Kerala), the British Business Group (BBG) in Chennai was formally announced in the presence of the visiting UK Minister for Trade & Investment, Lord Green.

There are no memories, highlights and happy times, world changing events, too many stories to tell in this short column, but close by saying it has been a pleasure to be a member of a British and Indian armed forces group.

BBG Goa
A little corner that will always be Britain

This month BBG Goa would like to raise the awareness of a part of Goa that has been British for over 100 years and a result of the conflict with Tipu Sultan.

During this period (in particular the years 1799 to 1813) the British stationed over 10,000 men in the State, at Fir Seeni and in the hands of the dastardly French enslave from any possible French attack from the sea.

The period appears to be a relatively barren occupation with a number of liberalizing features such as the right to adopt the Hindu religions to worship. It was also a period of mobility as many Goans moved to Mumbai and elsewhere in British India in the search for work.

The British occupation, as is proven in history was brought about by a combination of factors with the major ones being our friendly relationship with Portugal within the Napoleonic Wars, the desire to ensure Goa did not fall into the hands of the dastardly French and a result of the conflict with Tipu Sultan.

It is a legacy of a relatively unknown period of Goan history when for a very short time, from around 1799 to 1813, the British controlled the state. The period appears to be a relatively barren occupation with a number of liberalizing features such as the right to adopt the Hindu religions to worship. It was also a period of mobility as many Goans moved to Mumbai and elsewhere in British India in the search for work.

The British occupation, as is proven in history was brought about by a combination of factors with the major ones being our friendly relationship with Portugal within the Napoleonic Wars, the desire to ensure Goa did not fall into the hands of the dastardly French and a result of the conflict with Tipu Sultan.

During this period (in particular the years 1799 to 1813) the British stationed over 10,000 men in the State, at Fir Seeni and in the hands of the dastardly French enslave from any possible French attack from the sea.

The period appears to be a relatively barren occupation with a number of liberalizing features such as the right to adopt the Hindu religions to worship. It was also a period of mobility as many Goans moved to Mumbai and elsewhere in British India in the search for work.

The British occupation, as is proven in history was brought about by a combination of factors with the major ones being our friendly relationship with Portugal within the Napoleonic Wars, the desire to ensure Goa did not fall into the hands of the dastardly French and a result of the conflict with Tipu Sultan.

During this period (in particular the years 1799 to 1813) the British stationed over 10,000 men in the State, at Fir Seeni and in the hands of the dastardly French enslave from any possible French attack from the sea.

The period appears to be a relatively barren occupation with a number of liberalizing features such as the right to adopt the Hindu religions to worship. It was also a period of mobility as many Goans moved to Mumbai and elsewhere in British India in the search for work.

The British occupation, as is proven in history was brought about by a combination of factors with the major ones being our friendly relationship with Portugal within the Napoleonic Wars, the desire to ensure Goa did not fall into the hands of the dastardly French and a result of the conflict with Tipu Sultan.
**Monthly Meetings**

**WHAT A CATCH**
Yayurveda Singh Bikha
FEBRUARY 7, 2017

T
he disposition matches the name. ‘Sunny’ Bikha (Yayurveda Singh Bikha) caught the cricket fever early, having attended the same school in Rajkot (Rajkumar College) that produced two Indian cricketing legends: Ranjitsingh and Dilipkumar Singh. Born into the royal family of Bikha, ‘Sunny’ played cricket for India and shares the world record for the maximum number of catches in a test match. He was an active player at the time of the first World Cup (1975) and displaying perfect timing, spoke to BBG members on the eve of the 2011 World Cup. Between then and now, the World Cup has become a multimillion dollar business, he said. ‘Sunny’ gave a running commentary on the strengths and weaknesses of the top eight teams, going into details of form and performance to delight the aficionados. When India recently won the World Cup, all of India went crazy, none was more delighted than one royal and loyal fan at his wrong prediction that India would be edged out of the Final.

**PAINS AND GAINS**
Cyril Shroff
APRIL 4, 2017

T
he uncertainty regarding capital gains taxation of foreign investors in India as exemplified by the Vodafone deal is a much-debated subject and it was much debated at a panel discussion at the April BBG meeting. The panel was headed by Cyril Shroff, managing partner of Aamardhand Mangaldas, who is rated India’s top corporate, banking and project finance lawyer. Also on the panel were Niloufer Lain, partner at Aamardhand Mangaldas/Mumbai office, an expert in international finance, and Kalpesh Unadkat, principal associate at Aamardhand Mangaldas/Mumbai office.

The implications of the upcoming Direct Taxes Code Bill and its impact on cross border mergers and acquisitions were discussed, dotted the ‘I’ of its and crossing the ‘Y’ of bust. The discussion concluded with three nuggets of combined wisdom for the audience to take away with them: educate oneself from the Vodafone experience, understand how the law works and get some good advice; make sure the agreement is able to withstand being challenged not only by the tax authorities but also by the courts.

**SIGHTS, SOUNDS, FLAVOURS...**
UTTER LUXURY

Lord Green, UK’s minister for trade and industry has been visiting India for 25 years now but this time as a minister. Lord Green and the Deputy High Commissioner for Mumbai, Peter Bickham.

Lord Green meets businessmen and captains of industry in Mumbai.

**A Helping Hand**

machines will be eliminated completely like televisions, phones, microwaves, etc.

- **Body awareness** will be increased through techniques of relaxation such as movement, focusing on the breath, hypnosis, yoga, etc.

- Our body requires sleep to heal for only in a state of rest is the body able to cleanse and repair itself. Thus, there will be special attention given to the need for sleep.

- The food will support the body in allowing the process of self-cleaning and self-healing to occur unhindered through a selection of foods comprising mainly of raw and living foods (which are compatible to our genetic blueprint) such as fruits, vegetables, beans, nuts and sprouts. The foods that will be provided will be adapted for health and taste.

- Modern foods including non-vegetarian, dairy products, refined and processed foods that burden the body and inhibit the immune systems functioning will be eliminated till health is regained.

- Through counselling and other techniques the individual will be motivated to learn and understand the needs of the body and the correct response to these needs.

- An outlet for expression of stored emotions will be provided to allow cathartic healing.

If you would like to sponsor a terminally ill patient in a Recovery Centre or sponsor setting up a Recovery centre, contact Danny Carroll at danielcarroll@alchemymail.com or call on 09821892000.

DANNY CARROLL

Roger Pereira, co-chairman, BBG hands a cheque to Neel Creado, managing trustee, The Deaf-mute school.

Lord Green, UK’s minister for trade and industry has been visiting India for 25 years now but this time as a minister. Lord Green and the Deputy High Commissioner for Mumbai, Peter Bickham.
Mumbai played host to celebrated Scottish animation guru Bob Last, producer of “The Illusionist,” a movie that took off the box office path and was nominated for the Academy Awards this year for Best Animated Feature film. Hosted by Scottish Development International, Bob attended a press conference, delivered an address, and spoke to the media and a jury member for the prestigious BAF Awards.

Speaking of Scottish animation industry, Last said, “Our greatest strength is creative decision making. From the Indian industry we can help companies make those early creative decisions that will allow them to access global markets and work as a bridge.” Last should know. He has had many years of experience as managing director of his Digital, a Dundee-based full-service animation company, which has made several award winning commercials, besides the Oscar-nominated “The Illusionist.”

The Scotsman had a proposal for the future of the Indian animation sector: “After The Illusionist I am looking at making a major family CG feature. In Hollywood, it would cost me $100 million. My model is to keep production in Europe, use Hollywood story telling and look at a possibility of 30-40 per cent production in India.” Sounds like a plan.

As chairman of the Cultural Enterprise Office, the foremost organisation promoting new creative businesses in Scotland, Bob adds that the Scottish government has made major investments to create and sustain clusters of expertise within the digital media sector, including gaming and animation. This includes developments like Glasgow’s £500 million Digital Media Quarter, Dundee’s £71 million Seabirds. Van is initiative, both of which offer custom-built high-quality business accommodation to startup companies, indigenous businesses and inward investment opportunities.

The creative industries sector in Scotland employs over 60,000 jobs and contributes £5 billion to the economy. The term covers a broad variety of sectors, including creative industries and a number of small niche businesses. Some key industry areas include games, animation, film, television, music, design, publishing, architecture, advertising, arts and cultural businesses. Scotland’s excellent reputation in the digital media and creative industries sector has been cemented in recent years by a series of significant innovations and developments. As new modes of innovation, media and technology have emerged, the worldwide demand for new products, innovations in technology and enhanced methods of delivery. The rapid developments in media, mobility, and creative industries brought about by the internet are all currently fuelling the growth of digital media and the creative industries.

The Scottish animation industry also enjoys support from the creative academic sector. The University of Abertay, for example, is the UK’s premier computer games and computer arts university. The University of Dundee’suncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design, is a fertile recruiting ground for the Scottish animation industry. Its Media Arts & Imaging School offers highly regarded Masters degrees in Electronic Imaging and Animation & Visualisation.

Recognising the tremendous potential that exists for this sector in India, Scottish Development International have taken on board Hemin Bhurua as Director for West and South India. Many of you know Hemin and in his new avatar he will lead on the Digital and Creative sector across India. SDI offers help and advice to companies that are interested in exploring the potential investment location for their business, bringing the best technical services for Scottish businesses thinking about entering into the overseas market.

**Implementation of Bribery Act 2010 delayed**

The UK government has announced that the controversial Bribery Act 2010 will not now be implemented in April, as originally planned. It has declined to provide a revised implementation date, simply saying that the Act will come into force three months after the Ministry of Justice’s implementation of the Act comes into force three months after the Ministry of Justice’s announcement of an exciting new partnership between the NGO and the Confederation of Indian Industry’s Young Indians (CII-YI) programmes, a visit to the impressive Tata Motors facility in Pimpri, and a particularly moving visit to Project Crayons, an NGO in Mumbai specialising in education for street children and providing shelter and training for abandoned young girls.

Delegates received a warm welcome from the British Business Group (BBG), UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) and UKIBC’s annual summit in Manchester

600 delegates attended the summit as well as a CII delegation and trade bodies from the UK and India.

The UK India Business Council (UKIBC) held its Annual Summit at The Bridgewater Hall, Manchester on 10th March 2011. The event was a huge success, and was attended by over 500 delegates, including a CII delegation and many organisations and trade bodies from the UK and India.

The UKIBC chose Manchester as the host city to encourage more companies, especially SMEs, from outside London and the South East England, to be part of the Indian growth story.

Moving forward, the UKIBC is determined to work closely with SMEs. According to the European Commission (Internationalisation of European SMEs – July 2010), international SMEs are more innovative and have better chances of survival. It also notes that SME export to India is under developed.

There are opportunities for SMEs in every sector but some stand out as particularly suited to Indian market, according to Prime Minister David Cameron’s July 2010 visit to India, the UKIBC launched six dedicated sectors that represent the greatest opportunity for UK companies, large and small, to enter India. These are: Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing; Digital Innovation; Infrastructure; Lifesciences and Healthcare; Retail; Food and Supply Chain Logistics; and SMIs and Education.

To capitalise on the opportunities presented in these sectors, the UKIBC Annual Summit featured six individual sessions, specifically tailored to the latest developments in each. Expert speakers, including Miles Cowdroy, Rolls Royce; Uday Shankar; Star TV; Sir Mark Walport; The Wellcome Trust; Graham Cartledge CBE; Benoy; and Bikram Dasgupta of Globis set up how to succeed in India, while panel discussions allow delegates to ask specific questions on India market entry and receive vital granular information.

To complement the work done in each sector, the Summit has launched six dedicated sector pages at www.ukibc.com. This new service will feature insightful sector reports, business opportunities, news and events, useful links, company case studies and specialist reports – making them a valuable resource for UK companies operating in India. The service is currently free of charge and is available in the summer of 2011.

To find out more about the UKIBC annual summit please visit www.ukibc.com/summit

**UKIBC Next Generation Network**

The 2nd delegation of the UKIBC’s Next Generation Network visited Pune, Kolkata and Mumbai from 20 to 25 March to find out more on the strategies for success employed by entrepreneurs and companies in the cities. The highlight of the event was the announcement of an exciting new partnership between the NGO and the Confederation of Indian Industry’s Young Indians (CII-YI) programmes, a visit to the impressive Tata Motors facility in Pimpri, and a particularly moving visit to Project Crayons, an NGO in Mumbai specialising in education for street children and providing shelter and training for abandoned young girls.

Delegates received a warm welcome from the British Business Group (BBG), UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) and many of you know Hemin and in his new avatar he will lead on the Digital and Creative sector across India. SDI offers help and advice to companies that are interested in exploring the potential investment location for their business, bringing the best technical services for Scottish businesses thinking about entering into the overseas market.

The delegation ended with a lively seminar and reception where representatives of the NGO community shared their individual success stories of connecting the Indian market.

Delegates praised the 2nd NGN delegation as a great success, returning to the UK with a much stronger interest in exploring partnership opportunities with Indian contacts in emerging cities and emerging sectors.

In addition, they are now much better informed about the support available from the Indian authorities, UKTI, BCCI, and the UKIBC. To find out more, visit www.ukibc.com/ukibc/businessnext/generation.
BBG Offers
Celebrate with Reveilo!!

A SPECIAL OFFER at Raas, Jodhpur’s first boutique hotel which nestles within the walls of the historic city.

Raas is just a short flight from Delhi, Mumbai and Udaipur and is a perfect base to explore Rajasthan.

The offer is as follows: A two-night experience

**Room** Rs 17,999

**Luxury Room** Rs 20,999

**Suite** Rs 32,999

The package includes:
- Single/double accommodation for 2 nights
- Welcome drink
- 1 la carte breakfast at Baradari restaurant
- Rs 5,000 voucher for food and soft drinks

- 20 percent discount at the Spa
- Complimentary ironing of one set of garments
- Child below 12 years allowed with parents at a supplementary cost of Rs 1,500 per night

For reservations: Landline 91-291-262 2207 cell: 09587022952 www.raasjodhpur.com

60-Second Wordplay — Jill & Peter Beckham

For the Beckhams, it’s the variety that Mumbai has to offer that is simply amazing

Your favourite restaurant?
Peter: Kyler for the kebabs
Jill: I love seafood so I would go for Trishna

Your favourite bar?
Peter: CCI because of the creative atmosphere in a famous ground.
Jill: For a great view top of the Inner Core

Indian Food? Yes/No if yes, which dish?
Peter/Jill: We both love Indian food, it is great to get so many great veg dishes

What sport do you play?
Peter: Golf! Badly! Cricket in the past but keen to play in India!
Jill: Golf and tennis and of course walking!

Favourite Bollywood film?
Peter/Jill: We haven’t seen so many Bollywood movies, but both enjoyed Lagan!

Prefer to drive or get driven?
Peter: Need to ride in the back of the car!
Jill: In the real world I drive everywhere, here I am not so brave, although I would like the independence of driving myself!

Speak the Lingo?
Peter/Jill: I’m afraid not!

The best thing about Mumbai?
Peter: The people and their entrepreneurship
Jill: The variety of everything, the colours even the smell!

The worst thing of Mumbai?
Peter: Pollution – not a great place for running.
Jill: The poverty, seeing people living on the streets.

The best part of the week for you is?
Peter: Capucinno on a Saturday morning
Jill: When Peter gets home on a Friday and we have a couple of days together.

The worst part of the week for you is?
Peter: Having to fly to Delhi!
Jill: I don’t have a worst part, every day is a new adventure!

Tony Buzan in India!

I have used Tony’s techniques for the past 10 years and find them enormously helpful in writing my books and as an aid to the creative process.” — Deepak Chopra

Tony Buzan is the world’s leading guru on creativity and authority on brain training and development. He has developed the right tools and techniques for us to meet the global challenges of today. In his latest seminar, he will enliven us about the new age we are entering and tell us how we are in which we are now. Get ready to embrace new changes for your body and mind.

A true Rajasthani pearl!

Kochi-Muziris Biennale

Kochi-Muziris Biennale

It is a non-commercial visual arts festival which will take place in Kochi and Muziris at the end of 2012. Partnering with the Muziris Heritage Foundation the Biennale will celebrate India’s rich cultural and social heritage.

The Kochi-Muziris Biennale will be the largest contemporary public art event in the country. It is the first event of its kind in India.

To be held every other year, the project will showcase artwork created by some of the world’s most engaging artists, both established and emerging from India and abroad. The exhibition will present a variety of mediums from film, installation, painting, sculpture, new media and performance art, which will be on view for approximately three months in venues throughout Kochi and Muziris.

‘What is the Kochi-Muziris Biennale?’

It is a non-commercial visual arts festival which will take place in Kochi and Muziris at the end of 2012. Partnering with the Muziris Heritage Foundation the Biennale will celebrate India’s rich cultural and social heritage.

The Kochi-Muziris Biennale will be the largest contemporary public art event in the country. It is the first event of its kind in India.

To be held every other year, the project will showcase artwork created by some of the world’s most engaging artists, both established and emerging from India and abroad. The exhibition will present a variety of mediums from film, installation, painting, sculpture, new media and performance art, which will be on view for approximately three months in venues throughout Kochi and Muziris.

‘Who is Organising it?’

The Kochi Muziris Biennale is being organised by the Kochi Biennale Foundation, with the support of the Kerala and the Government of India.

Benefits To Kochi, Kerala, The Community, And India

The festival aims to stimulate national tourism, cultural interest and social cohesion and also connect with the exhibitions the Kochi Biennale Foundation will organise extensive Education and Community activities which will include:
- National and regional public programmes of workshops for adults and university students.
- India-wide programme of workshops for children from all over the country.
- A comprehensive and far-reaching educational programme to engage with college and school students, and youth in general from all over the country.
- How to Get Involved?

As well as government involvement we are excited by the prospect of working in partnership with corporations, foundations, and individuals.

The Kochi Muziris Biennale offers many sponsorship opportunities at various levels and our development team would be delighted to work with you to tailor-make a plan which meets your needs. Partnering with the Kochi Muziris Biennale offers significant CSR, philanthropic and marketing opportunities.

For further sponsorship details and opportunities contact:
Elise Foster Vander Elst - elise@kochimuzirisbiennale.org or Shwetal Patel - shwetal@kochimuzirisbiennale.org

Collaborating Chambers of Bombay

They’re the BlackBerry Girls

ROBIN BIENFAIT, CHIEF Information Officer, RIM and Fonony Rava, Managing Director, India, RIM addressed an event at the Collaborative Chambers of Bombay breakfast meeting — “BlackBerry’s What Next?” at the Trident, Mumbai, authored by Roger C. Pereira.

From BlackBerry’s steeply rising growth graph in India, Robin stressed the importance of balancing work and life. She explained how her BlackBerry allows her stay in touch with RIM’s worldwide operations and also connect with her three sons wherever she is in the world through BlackBerry Messenger (BBM). As she said, “the youth of the world are big on BBM. She shared fascinating insights into the world of wireless mobility and gave an exciting preview into what’s to come next – the newly eagerly awaited BlackBerry PlayBook. After social networking over a power breakfast, the audience was treated to the BlackBerry PlayBook, and the famous BlackBerry Messenger demonstrations of the BlackBerry PlayBook. — AS

Panellists at the conference in a group photo

A New Vision for Mumbai

According to the plan, Mumbai will have a new character with a mix of restored heritage and cultural venues. The overcrowding of the city will be alleviated through distribution of affordable housing in various locations outside Greater Mumbai along with a number of new regional employment centers to cater to millions of new jobs. For a metropolitan on the move, there will be an enhanced transportation system. The future city of Mumbai will become a megalopolis on par with the world’s best.

Anita Sarkar

Tony’s 2011 INDIA TOUR BANGALORE Wed, 25th May Venue: Royal Orchid, HAL MUMBAI Mon, 30th May Venue: JW Marriott, Juhu Registration Fee: Rs. 14997 + tax BBG Members Rs. 9997 + tax. Contact Details: Vikas Voj, MD, The Ideas Exchange, Mob: 09892047109 Email: vikas.v@ideas-exchange.in

Roger C. Pereira showed BlackBerry’s steeply rising growth graph in India. Robin stressed the importance of balancing work and life. She explained how her BlackBerry allows her stay in touch with RIM’s worldwide operations and also connect with her three sons wherever she is in the world through BlackBerry Messenger (BBM). As she said, “the youth of the world are big on BBM.” She shared fascinating insights into the world of wireless mobility and gave an exciting preview into what’s to come next – the newly eagerly awaited BlackBerry PlayBook. After social networking over a power breakfast, the audience was treated to the BlackBerry PlayBook, and the famous BlackBerry Messenger demonstrations of the BlackBerry PlayBook. — AS
BBG Team tees-off to a win

This was a truly remarkable and emotional day for several reasons. After two years of losing to the ANZBAI faithful, the BBG golf team (with the occasional hand-picked ringer!) managed to overcome the ausies and kiwis (and Americans/Swedes/Indians amongst others!) to win the glorious Mumbai Masters trophy. It was a fantastic day – 40 keen golfers of highly variable standards dressed in pristine white shirts, red and white caps with shiny new balls! A real sight to behold. It was a tight match play event but BBG came out victors for the first time in what seems like decades! Finally the 5 foot long wooden spoon that has been sitting in my living room for like decades! Finally the 5 foot long wooden spoon that has been sitting in my living room for decades! Finally the 5 foot long wooden spoon that has been sitting in my living room for decades!

The event was sponsored by AGS Fourwinds who did a great job – thanks to them for their support. Everybody else played their part too, from my wife’s excellent admin skills on the day, to Peter Beckham for rushing from the airport to do the presentations. There were great individual prizes (including 2 return tickets to Hong Kong) donated by our forever loyal supporters Cathay Pacific, Tahaa Spa, Haymarket (Jim James), HSBC, JSW Structural Metal Decking Limited, Mukul Raja and Ajit Duggal. In addition ANZBAI did a great job organising prizes from Quantas, Westin Hotels and Macquarie Bank. Most importantly the competition morphed into an excellent lunch and a whole afternoon and early evening of putting the world to rights by the bar.

Very well done to the whole BBG team! See you at the next golf competition at the Willingdon Sports Club on 21st May (only space for max 8 people so book early).

At the Oberoi this summer

REJUVENATE THIS SUMMER with chic salads at Frangipani from 29th April to 8th May, 2011, as the team of chefs toasts a variety of wholesome and refreshing healthy greens, fruits and sumptuous meat and seafood mixed together for a delicious luncheon or a light and soothing evening. Beat the blues at Trident.

Frangipani
All day dining open from 7.00 a.m. to 12.30 a.m.
For reservations please contact: +91-22-6632 6310
Classic Cocktails at Opium Den
The graduation night. The bachelorette. The high school reunion! Walk down memory lane and relive fond memories with your favourite classic cocktails, from 6th May to 22nd May, 2011 at Opium Den, Trident, Nariman Point, Mumbai. Raise a toast to those yesteryears and momentous occasions with Singapore Sling; Tom Collins; Sidecar; Negroni and others, brought to you at old-world prices – Rs. 450, all inclusive.

Steamboat Adventures at India Jones
Steamboat, hot pot, fondue Chinois, Huo Guo…. call it what you will! This summer pick up your chopsticks and join Bharat Joyant on his latest, adventure with the ‘steamboat’ at India Jones, Trident, Nariman Point, Mumbai from 20th May to 29th May, 2011.
For reservations please contact: +91-22-6632 6330